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UTIG and IPY - Leader in Polar Research on Land, at Sea, in the Air and Beyond...

UTIG IPY on the web - http://www.ig.utexas.edu/ipy/

UTIG Polar Resources for Educators - http://www.ig.utexas.edu/research/projects/polar_studies/resources/

UTIG Polar Studies Web Page - http://www.ig.utexas.edu/research/projects/polar_studies/This is an extensive update the UTIG website. It is designed to provide a comprehensive overview of UTIG's polar research programs and activities.

Google Earth Antarctica – Antarctic georeferencing activity using flight data from Jack Holt and georeferenced by Kevin Carver (undergraduate). - http://www.ig.utexas.edu/outreach/googleearth/

Polar Research Cruise Websites: - Futures Plans:

UTIG IPY Web Page - http://www.ig.utexas.edu/ipy/

UTIG and IPY 2007-2008

IPY (The International Polar Year)

- UTIG: University of Texas Institute for Geophysics - JACKSON SCHOOL OF GEOSCIENCES

From Texas to the Poles

UTIG has a history of successful polar field campaigns and active national and international collaborative research programs in the Arctic and Antarctic regions.

Future Plans: